
First time uploading on arXiv

STEP 1: Register new user

1. Go to link: https://arxiv.org/user/register

2. You can register with any email account, but an institutional email account is

preferred.

STEP 2: Endorsement

After you complete the registration forms (and before being allowed to upload a paper), you

should obtain an endorsement from someone who has already uploaded papers on arXiv (read

more about the endorsement process here https://info.arxiv.org/help/endorsement.html).

Usually, your advisor or a senior collaborator in a project is a good candidate for endorser.

Preparing your paper for upload

In case you are using overleaf to write your paper:

1. Download the zip folder of your project (Menu → Source).

2. Unzip the folder and erase all the auxiliary files (e.g., .aux, .log).

3. From overleaf, download the .bbl file: Logs and outputs files → scroll all the way to

the bottom and on the right, click “Other logs and files” → download output.bbl and

add it to the (unzipped) folder of your project.

4. Rename the output.bbl as follows: let main.tex be the main driver file of your project.

Then, the .bbl file should be renamed to “main.bbl”.

The rest of the steps are the same irrespective of whether you use overleaf or write locally.

arXiv requests that you upload the .tex files (rather than just the pdf), so the next step gets

rid of all the comments in your .tex files.

Add the following file (original file was shared with me by Vasilis Syrgkanis) in the folder and

name it “prep-arxiv.sh”.

#!/bin/bash
# Prepare subdirectory for submission to arXiv
rm -rf arxiv
rm arxiv.zip
mkdir arxiv
# Add comment free version of each TEX file to arxiv folder
for file in *.tex ; do

perl -pe 's/(^|[^\\])%.*/\1%/' < "$file" > "arxiv/${file##*/}"
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done
# Navigate to arxiv directory so that soft link will be determined
relative to
# arxiv directory
cd arxiv
# Soft link to dependencies
dependencies=( "main.bbl" "color-edits.sty" )
for file in ${dependencies[@]} ; do

cp "../$file" "$file"
done
# Return to parent directory of arxiv folder
cd ..
# Zip arxiv folder contents
zip -r arxiv.zip arxiv

Open a terminal, navigate to the folder of your project (where you added the .sh file)

and make sure the .sh you created is executable. To do this, write on the terminal:

chmod +x prep-arxiv.sh

Run the file: ./prep-arxiv.sh.

After this, two folders “arxiv.zip” and “arxiv” are going to be created inside the

directory. Unless you have any figures in your paper, you are all set and you can move on to

the instructions of the next section.

If you have figures in your paper, make sure that they are inside the arxiv folder. Once you

have placed them in the folder, compress it again.

Create the arXiv submission

1. Go to: http://arxiv.org/submit.

2. License: either creative commons or the arXiv perpetual license.

3. Choose the subject class based on the topic of your paper.

4. In the upload page, upload the zipped folder called “arxiv.zip” that you created in the

previous step.

5. Process files

6. If all goes well and you see no error (i.e., the submission processed correctly) you can

now view your submission. Quick things to check: i) you have no colored (or otherwise)

comments left in your document, ii) there are no “??” instead of actual references or

links.
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7. If your submission has errors despite the fact that it was processing fine in overleaf (or

locally) brace yourself with patience and start googling. This link sometimes has some

helpful suggestions.

8. Move to the next page, add the co-authors’ names, and your abstract. Your abstract

can include math expressions.

Do the last check and you’re done — congratulations! Your paper will be publicly available on

arXiv in the next 1-2 days.
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